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ART 107 

ART of the HANDMADE PRINT: A Four-Workshop Series

The Painterly Print: Exploring Monotypes and Monoprints 
Instructor: Dina Petrillo  ART 107/ University of Maine, Hutchinson Center
1 credit (3 full day sessions)  Materials fee: $35

The Painterly Print investigates the multiples ways we can develop print imagery 
by combining painting, graphic elements and collage to create a wide variety of 
prints. We will be exploring a number of techniques for making painterly one-of-a-
kind monotypes using additive light field, subtractive dark field and trace drawing 
methods.  We will be combining techniques for making a series of monoprints that 
incorporate repeating elements using stamping and stenciling methods for 
developing plate imagery.

Relief Printing: Woodcut, Linoleum, Collagraph and Foam Plates.

Instructor: Dina Petrillo!!! !!!!!!!!!!ART 107/ University of Maine, Hutchinson Center
1 credit (3 full day sessions)                    Materials fee: $35

We will be working with block printing techniques that do not require a press including carving 
woodblocks and linoleum plates, collaging textures to make collagraph plates and developing 
foam plates for making reduction prints with multiple colors. Using a variety of papers including 
cotton, kozo and bark for producing a wide range of relief prints. course will culminate in 
developing a series of monotypes and monoprints using both oil and water-based inks and 
archival papers. 

Monotype in Mixed Media & Technique

Instructor: Dina Petrillo!!! !!!!!!!!!!ART 107/ University of Maine, Hutchinson Center
1 credit (3 full day sessions)                    Materials fee: $35

We will be making prints using handmade stencils (pochoir) and stamping 
techniques. By incorporating chine colle with painterly monotype and monoprint 
techniques we’ll experiment with ways for collaging photographic imagery into 
prints and by using frottage (found rubbed textures) we’ll explore ways for 
creating paper fields to print on. We’ll be using spray, sponges and brayers to print 
stencil plates as well as carving our own stamps and experimenting with making 
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stamps from found objects. The course will culminate in developing a series of 
monoprints using both oil and water-based inks and archival papers.

The Printed Object / ART107     Summer 2011
Instructors: Dina Petrillo & Sally Savage   University of Maine, Hutchinson Center
Credits: 1        Schedule: Fri/ Sat / Sun/ Mon 
Material Fee: $45

Course Description

The Printed Object will explore the possibilities of bringing two-dimensional imagery to three-
dimensional objects. We will be experimenting with the ways the manipulation and reproduction 
of artworks via Photoshop and digital printing might transform and ‘repurpose’ a host of 
everyday utilitarian objects into art objects.

Using a selection of prints made in  Art of the Handmade Print, other 2D artworks and found 
textures, we will scan and work briefly in Photoshop to make digital prints. These digital prints 
then become our source materials for collage in mixed media on any number of found objects 
including furniture, old appliances, clothing, musical instruments, sports equipment, gardening 
tools and even small pieces of farm machinary - the options are nearly endless! In addition to 
transforming the surfaces  of ‘ready-mades’, we will also be working in assemblage to reorganize 
objects. 

Mixed media will include work in paint, ink, graphite, medium gels, a variety of papers and 
fabrics, small and large found objects, and of course print imagery. Students are invited to 
expand the menu of materials. Sculptural work done in clay, plaster, metals and assemblage may 
also be used as the foundation objects for this 3D collage adventure. 
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ALL HANDS ON: 
Collaborations among Artists and Materials
All Hands On is the work of thirteen artists:

Maureen Block
Larraine Brown
Mac Gibson
Beth Henderson
Jim James
Karin Spitfire
Barbara Maria

Cathy Melio
Susan Morse
Tom Prescott
Sally Savage
Sandra Strahan, 
Bonnie Verboncoeur 
and myself, Dina Petrillo.
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All Hands On is a gathering. Spanning poetry, short fiction, clay, encaustic, 
printmaking, wire, found object assemblage, photography and digital media. Unshy 
about merging and blurring the traditional boundaries, media and technique as 
diverse as their handlers, we see among these works a shared sensibility . . . the 
love of materials.
 

In each is revealed the splendid possibilities of what can happen when we 
engage media with a spirit of discovery. Ideas manifest undetermined, 
these are discoveries made in the making-process itself—they remind us 
that the creative event is one of becoming. In these pieces what we see is the 
evidence of an idea’s genesis. The resulting forms in word, object, and 
image are tenuous resting points,  a contemplative pause in a dynamic 
continuum of creative endeavor.

 

"Art throws off the covers that hide the expressiveness of experienced 
things, it quickens us from the slackness of routine and enables us to forget 
ourselves by finding ourselves in the delight of experiencing the world 
about us in its varied qualities and forms. It intercepts every shade of 
expressiveness found in objects and orders them in a new experience of 
life" – John Dewey, from Art as Experience, 1934

 

And from Louise Bourgeois, “I am not what I am, I am what I do with my 
hands.”

 

In working with these artists as collaborators, as co-teachers, students, 
apprentices, project and studio partners, it has been confirmed again and 
again that the arts are less about making artworks and more about making 
relationships, in every way. I continue to learn from them. I find this work 
curious and refreshing, smart and courageous.

 

Looking forward with many thanks,

Dina Petrillo
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